
Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
Pathways 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Direct Instruction  
Questioning  
Experiential Learning 
Games  

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and 
strategies while participating in low organizational, inventive 
and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
-respond physically and correctly to 
movement vocabulary verbalized by the 
teacher 
 
-U level of hop, skip, gallop, jump, slide, 
leap 
-avoid contact with others when U 
locomotor skills 
-demonstrate the ability to change 
directions, pathways, and body positions 
quickly and appropriately 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Four pylons, red light/ green light sign 
Resources: 
 
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- The teacher will make jot notes during, or after the class, of which students seem to be 
struggling with understanding pathways. They will make a note of which pathways and/or locomotions that 
student is struggling with. 
 



 
 
 
 
Set  
Students will line up on the back line where the rules for red light, green 
light will be explained. The rules are: when the “commander” says green 
light students will move forward. When the “commander” says red light 
students will freeze in the spot they were and must remain still, any 
movement before green light is said again will result in the player’s 
name being called and them returning to the back line to start over.  
 
Development  
The teacher will be the commander for today. The teacher will have 
students do various locomotions during the game. The locomotion will 
be stated before green light is said and will change after every red light. 
The locomotions will include: skip, hop (one foot to same foot), jump 
(two feet to two feet), leap (one foot to other foot), gallop (one foot 
leading the other foot), and slide step.  
*the teacher will use red light for teachable moments in which students 
will be asked to demonstrate the movements that they are excelling at.  
 
The group will do stretches that are led by the students; however will be 
prompted by the teacher so that all areas (ankles, calves, thighs, sides, 
arms, shoulder, and neck) are stretched.  
 
Ask students about pathways. What kinds of pathways can we move in? 
Ask the student to explain and demonstrate. If students do not answer 
with the following demonstrate and explain for them: curve, zigzag, 
straight, backwards, sideways, various levels and speeds.  
 
Have students demonstrate walking in a specific pathways stated.  
 
Put the four pylons around the space you want (fairly large) as the four 
corners of the new “court”. Students must be inside and will be asked to 
use a locomotor in a specific pathway using a certain effort (speed) and 
levels. Tell them it is not a race, they simply just cannot bump into one 
another. As the students continue moving the teacher will move the 
corner in, making the “court” smaller. The teacher will continue to 
request various movements and make the “court” smaller.  
 
Closure  
 Bring the students into a circle and ask the following (waiting for their 
response, do not give them the answer):  
     Was it easier to move when the space was big, small, or medium?  
     When you were moving what were you trying to do to make sure you 
did not bump into your peers?  
      

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
Explaining the rules before 
beginning or moving into 
position.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allows the teacher to be in 
control and monitor the skills 
they need to see.  
 
 
 
 
Helping students know they are 
doing a good job and using an 
example their peers can relate 
to.  
 
Letting them take initiative, but 
guiding them to ensure all 
necessary muscles are 
stretched.  
 
Questioning to keep them 
thinking and involved 
 
 
Hands on.  
 
 
Visuals to ensure boundaries  
 
 
Review so they understand the 
purpose of the activity  
 
 
 
 
 

 



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Direct Instruction  
Questioning  
Experiential Learning 
Games 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of 
ways to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, 
a focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and 
sequences while participating in body management 
activities. 

Indicator/s:  
-respond physically and correctly to 
movement vocabulary verbalized by the 
teacher 
 
-U level of hop, skip, gallop, jump, slide, 
leap 
-avoid contact with others when U 
locomotor skills 
-demonstrate the ability to change 
directions, pathways, and body positions 
quickly and appropriately 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Four pylons 
Resources: 
 
 
Assessment/Evaluation 
Exit question- students who cannot answer the question will be jotted down and asked again next day to 
help clarify vocabulary 



 
 
 
 
Set  
Students will be asked to begin by playing a game of tag (their choice 
in version) inside the four pylons. There will be two players “it”. The 
students will begin by running. After a few minutes of play change 
the locomotion and allow them to play for another minute or two.  
 
Have students lead stretches, but the teacher will ensure they are 
stretching the ankles, calves, thighs, sides, arms, shoulders, and neck.  
 
Development  
Tell students you are going to review some of the vocabulary you 
talked about the day before. Asks students what is a strategy? (a plan 
to reach a goal; game plan). What is a skill? (an action, doing 
something well). Give students an example where necessary. What 
does it mean to invade someone’s space? (enter or take over their 
space). To evade? (escape or avoid something)To deke? (same as 
evade). What might these look like? Please stand up and 
demonstrate. What are some moves we could do to avoid being 
tackled in a football game or have the ball taken from us in a soccer 
game? (twirl, use various pathways, use various locomotions) please 
show me what some of these moves look like.  
 
We are going to do a little practice with a partner, but do not pick a 
partner yet. One person is going to stand still and the other is going 
to jog towards them and then use an evading or invading skill that we 
just talked about to get around their partner. You will switch roles 
each time. And we will do it about 6 times- 3 times each.  
 
Bring the students back together.  
 
We are going to play colour monster in two groups (based on class 
numbers, 4 minimum per group). One person will be the colour 
monster. Everyone else will line up on one side of their court. When 
the colour monster calls a colour that you are wearing you try to run 
to the other side of the court without being tagged. If you are tagged 
you must sit down in your spot and then you use your arms to reach 
for other people going by. What skills are we going to need to make 
sure we do not get tagged and that we do not bump into our peers?  
 
Split the group into two and show them their court- make the space 
relatively small. And the teacher may ask for a volunteer to be it for 
each group, or else choose a student in each group. Allow students to 
play a couple rounds of the game. Observe how they are moving in 
their space and use teachable moments for “good” and “needing 
improvement” movements.   

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
The teacher will choose who is 
“it” to save time and conflict.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recall yesterday’s vocabulary 
 
 
Questioning to see how much 
students already know  
 
Keep students from getting 
bored by allowing them to 
demonstrate   
 
 
Have the students recall their 
task to show they were listening 
to instructions  
 
 
Class saying to get attention  
 
 
Game was a request from a 
student, with a modification to 
suit the skill.  
 
Recall the skill we are working 
on  
 
 
Teachable moments to make 
the skills relatable to the group 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Closure  
  
Bring students to the centre and ask the students which evading skill 
they liked best and why? 

 
 
Try to ask each student if time 
permits  

 
  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Direct instruction- questioning, drill and 
practice  
Experiential learning- games 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Four pylons 
Resources: 
 
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- the teacher will walk to each group, making a note of each students game plan drawing and 
performance; using the report call scale N, M, E 
 



 
 
 
 
Set  
-Tv tag on half the gym 
-Stretches led by a student  
-discuss offense and defense; what do they mean.  
 
Development  
-have students practice various pathways using different locomotions, 
make sure they execute pathways properly 
-explain activity will be focusing on offense 
-working on strategies and skill (have them remind you what they are) 
that would help you to keep a ball in a game. Tell them they won’t be 
using a ball today 
-how might you do this? 
-emphasize finding open space as a strategy is very important  
-practicing the strategy finding open space, what skills we need?  
-going to practice some game plays today. Might see in soccer, 
football, etc.  
-teacher writes some plays on board (see next pages for ideas), 
students do these plays  
-go in partners, each partnership has a whiteboard and marker they 
make their own plays and both practice them  
-teacher will walk around and watch at least one strategy from each 
group  
 
Closure  
 -if there is time students will share with each other  
-what types of pathways did they use, why 

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
-stretch routine 
 
 
 
 
 
-recalling vocabulary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-demonstrate to save confusion  
 
 
-have whiteboards and markers 
in the gym and ready to be 
used, one partner grabs and 
goes to other partners space 
they found  

 
 

  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Direct instruction- questioning, drill and 
practice  
Experiential learning- games 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Hoola hoops, music or whistle 
 
Resources: 
 
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- the teacher will watch for students who need help or practice with certain movements 



 
 
 
 
Set  
-Warm up with a game of colour monster with the whole group to 
warm up, play a few rounds.  
-Stretch, have a student lead.  
-Review language: offense, strategy, skills.  
-Have students demonstrate skills they have been learning: 
locomotions and pathways with various effort (speed and levels) 
  
Development  
-explain the game to the students 
-going to split into small groups of 5 there will be 4 hoola hoops for 
each group, you will play in a designated space 
-when the teacher blows the whistle or plays the music you will begin 
to move around the space, when the music is stopped or the whistle is 
blown you will have to safely get to a hoop; only one person per hoop 
-students must always be at least five steps away from their hoops 
while in motion 
-the person who does not get a hoop or runs into another student gets 
a “point”, each student is in charge of remembering their own point, 
once a student gets 5 points everyone’s numbers reset 
-emphasize winning does not matter, there is no winner, it is important 
you are moving properly and finding open space   
-the teacher will tell students which locomotions, pathways, and effort 
to move in  
-the teacher may add or remove hoops throughout the games 
 
Closure  
 -ask the students what their strategies were to get to a hoop 
 

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
-explain the game, even if they 
think they know the rules, to 
avoid fighting 
 
-continuous practice for muscle 
memory 
 
 
 
-teacher will divide the students  
 
 
 
-music and whistle are clear 
indicators of when to begin and 
when to freeze 
 
 
 
-keeping the focus on improving 
movements over competition  
 
 
-keeping the game exciting and 
challenging 

 
  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Experiential learning- games 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
Offense, finding open space, making game plans, defining skills and pathways  

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Whiteboards, markers, kleenex 
Resources: 
 
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- the teacher will give a mark using report card lettering system to the pairs as they walk around 
and observe the groups work  



 
 
 
 
Set  
-Warm up with a game of toilet tag and do stretches 
-review what offense means 
-discuss what defense then means, and what skills you would need to 
cover open space or an opponent  
 
Development  
-talking about mirroring, ask if they have ever done it, ask a student to 
explain if possible 
-tell them they are going to practice mirroring with a partner, but they 
need to think of ways they would help cover open space 
     -expanding your body for example, reaching your limbs out, moving 
quickly, etc  
-have them mirror with a partner, have them switch the leader after a 
few minutes  
-have them come back to the white board 
-ask about defending again, what does it mean, what might it look like  
-use the sheet of game plans, draw one on the board emphasizing 
you’re protecting the goal  
-have students get up and try the game plan  
-do a few examples with them  
-have them use the mini white boards to create strategies (game plans) 
for defending the goal in partners 
-remind them that the other day they were making plans to score on 
the goal, but now they are making plans to help protect the goal 
-let them create and practice for a while, the teacher will walk around 
and take notes on the students understanding and performance 
 
Closure  
 -have the students come and share a strategy with the class 
-ask what is offense, defense, invading, evading, strategy, skill, pathway 
     -ensure these terms are all brought up within your questioning and 
explained 
-let them know they will have a little quiz in phys ed next day about these 
terms 

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
Having them play something 
they enjoy to get warmed up  
 
Reviewing terminology  
 
 
Allowing students to explain 
 
 
 
 
 
Practice time 
 
 
Demonstrating and explaining 
before giving them their 
materials and partners  
 
 
 
 
 
-reassuring their purpose  
 
 
 
 
Showing off their talents 
 
 
-review 
-heads up on a quiz, so it is not 
a surprise next day  

 
 
  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Direct Instruction- drill and practice 
Experiential learning- games 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
Offense, finding open space, making game plans, defining skills and pathways 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Cones, soccer balls, pencils, quizzes  
Resources: 
 
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- The teacher will have a list of the student’s names and will walk around, watching each 
student kick the ball; they will be given a report card letter for their ball control.  
Summative- a small quiz reviewing the vocabulary that we have talked about everyday 
 



 
 
 
 
Set  
-Warm up with a game of red light/ green light using various 
locomotions. Then do stretches.  
-review offense, defense, invade, evade, strategy and skill; remind the 
they have a little quiz at the end  
-go over the performance cues for kicking, without a ball  
-have students do and say the kicking performance cues with you 
 
Development  
-students will each get a cone and a soccer ball 
-the cone will be placed at the wall and they will be asked to kick the 
ball to the cone multiple times, trying to stay in control.  
     -if students need a challenge have them back further away from the 
target or have them use their non-dominant foot  
-as the teacher feels students are ready have them put their cones 
away and pass to a partner, while standing 
-then have students pass while moving from one side of the gym to the 
other 
-if students still need a challenge have them put cones in their small 
“court”, these cones will be covering open space and act as opponents 
in which the students need to pass around.  
 
Closure  
 -ask students what the performance cues for kicking are 
-have them do the quiz from the day before 
 

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
-warm up and stretch routine, 
they know what to expect  
-review before quiz  
 
-without a ball first to get the 
correct movement and 
language without distractions 
 
 
-practice alone first to get 
comfortable  
 
-some students play soccer and 
may need a challenge soon 
-try all skills stationary before 
adding movement  
 
 
 
 
 
 
-remember to leave time for 
their quiz, probably about 10-15 
minutes; when they are done 
they can pass ball to wall or 
change depending on time  

 
  



Physical Education: Invasion and Territorial Games Quiz 
 

1. What do the following words mean? 
a) Invade 

 
 
 
 
 

b) Evade 
 
 
 
 
 

c) Offense 
 
 
 
 
 

d) Defense 
 
 
 
 

e) Skills 
 
 
 
 

f) Strategy  
 
 
 
  



 
2. Draw a game plan for defense in a soccer game. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Draw a game plan for offense in a basketball game. 
  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Direct Instruction- drill and practice 
Experiential learning- games  

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Cones, soccer balls, attached obstacle course setup sheet 
Resources: 
Children Moving textbook  
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- the teacher will observe 3 or 4 students for the class and make anecdotal notes about their 
kicking skills, the teacher may take anecdotal notes about other students too, but will focus in other these 
3 or 4 
 



 
 
 
 
Set  
-warm up playing the flag game.  
-place one scarf in their pocket or waistband 
-they will play in a designated area  
- they need to try to grab each other’s flag, if they do they add it to 
their pocket or waist band. The players whose flags are stolen continue 
playing trying to catch flags 
-do the stretches  
-ask what strategies they used to get flags and defend theirs 
 
Development  
-go over kicking cues without a ball 
-each student gets a cone and ball and practices kicking 
-while the students are practicing the teacher will be setting up two or 
three obstacle courses for kicking the ball through  
-once the teacher is done setting up and the students have had time to 
warm up, the students will be called to the center to discuss the next 
game 
-the teacher will explain that students will be passing and kicking their 
ball through the obstacle course to work on their ball handling skills 
-before beginning or showing the obstacle course the teacher will ask 
students the performance cues for kicking 
-then the teacher will add performance cues for foot dribbling 
-the students will be asked to place their balls aside and practice the 
cues without a ball for foot dribbling 
-students will then be asked to spread out some and practice foot 
dribbling on the spot 
-they will be asked back to the center and that is when the teacher will 
explain and demonstrate the obstacle course 
-students will then be split into small groups and given time to practice
  
Closure  
-ask students what the perf cues for kicking and for foot dribbling are 
and what was challenging or maybe easy about foot dribbling 
  

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
 
-explain the game before giving 
them materials  
 
-reinforce that the flag should 
be sticking mostly out, cannot 
be tucked in  
-hands up in their discussion  
 
 
-reminder 
 
-teacher splits them into groups 
to avoid conflict and save time  
 
 
-teacher chooses when they 
believe students are ready to 
move on  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-getting their minds working  

 
  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Direct Instruction- drill and practice 
Experiential Learning- games 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Cones, soccer balls, foam balls, blow up balls (whatever is available), attached obstacle course 
Resources: 
Children Moving Textbook  
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- the teacher will observe 3 or 4 students for the class and make anecdotal notes about their 
kicking skills, the teacher may take anecdotal notes about other students too, but will focus in other these 
3 or 4 (these will be different students than lesson 7) 
 



 
 
 
 
Set  
-Warm up with a game of colour monster, have the students work on 
various locomotions  
-do stretches 
-go over kicking cues without a ball and foot dribbling cues  
-after going through the cues students may each grab a ball and line up 
across the gym; it would be good if some students had soccer balls, 
foam balls, and other types of balls if available  
-have students practice their foot dribbling across the gym a couple 
times and then have students switch balls and do it again 
-once students seem comfortable have them pass while stationary 
back and forth to a partner 
-then have students walk while passing back and forth, add in some 
foot dribbling in between when students are ready  
-while students are practicing the teacher will set up 2 or 3 obstacle 
courses 
 
Development  
-when students are comfortable and the teacher has the obstacle 
courses set up have the students meet in the center 
-explain to the students that they will have to go through the obstacle 
course with a partner, they must pass three time between the two of 
them (not each) before they get to the other end of the obstacle 
course 
-have the teacher demonstrate how the ball is to move through the 
obstacle course 
-tell the students they must switch partners each time they go through 
the course and that they must start by walking through it and only if 
their partner is comfortable they may increase their speed 
-group the students off and send them to their obstacle courses 
-give the students time to work through the course observing and 
giving teachable moments throughout  
  
Closure  
-ask the students what is one thing they are having trouble with and one 
thing they think they are doing well  

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
-students enjoy it and keep 
moving- also get to watch their 
locomotions 
-review 
 
-working on effort with 
different balls  
 
 
-progressions to allow for 
students to move at their own 
pace  
 
-time management  
 
 
 
 
 
-explain before sending them 
off and demonstrate  
 
 
 
 
 
-progressions 
 
 
-teaching in the moment 
 
 
 
-help the teacher know what 
students might want to work on 
 

 
  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
Experiential Learning- games 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Cones, soccer balls 
Resources: 
TGfU textbook 
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- the teacher will pull one student out at a time and have them foot dribble; 5 consecutive 
times and kick a ball through pylons. If the students can complete this they will receive a meeting grade, if 
they can foot dribble with accuracy while their eyes are up they will receive an E. Failure to do these tasks 
will result in a P.  



 
 
 
 
Set  
-warm up with the flag game 
-do stretches 
-go over kicking and foot dribbling cues without a ball 
-review offense and defense  
-each student gets a cone and ball and practices kicking and foot 
dribbling 
Development  
-after warming up kicking skills bring them to the center to explain the 
game 
-they will be playing keep away; one defense and two offense 
-the defense will be stationary in the court, while the offense pass and 
move the ball from one side of the gym to the other 
-once every person has been the defender allow the defender to move 
in a straight line along the width of the court while the offense move 
the ball 
-switch positions 
-the teacher will decide when each group is ready to move onto 
playing with the defense moving wherever while the offense moves 
the ball across the court 
-split them into groups of three 
-each group will have a piece of the gym to work in 
-the teacher will observe the students while they are playing, as well as 
decide when each group is ready to move onto the next challenge of 
the game  
  
Closure  
-ask students which position was easiest and what kinds of strategies 
they used 
 

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
 
 
-review is important for game 
play  
 
 
 
-easier to talk to students when 
they’re close to you  
 
-explain the game before 
making groups or sending them 
away  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-teacher will decide, so all 
students have opportunity to 
feel comfortable and have fun 
with the skills they can do  
 
 

 
  



Name: Justine Garrett    Date:  
Subject: Phys Ed.                 Grade: Three 

Content: (Topic) 
Invasion and Territorial  
 
 

Teaching Instructional Strategies:  
 

Outcome/s:  
 PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, 
and strategies while participating in low organizational, 
inventive and cooperative games.  
PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways 
to skillfully move the body through space while 
participating in movement activities.  
PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a 
variety of ways to skillfully move objects while participating 
in movement activities.  
PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a 
focus on effort, relationships with objects and others. In 
order to increase complex movement skills and sequences 
while participating in body management activities. 

Indicator/s:  
 

Prerequisite Learning:  
 

Lesson Preparation: Equipment/materials:  
Tape the gym floor in various pathways before class starts, or else wait and set up cones in various 
pathways. You will need cones and soccer balls.  
Resources: 
Children Moving Textbook  
Assessment/Evaluation 
Formative- the teacher will observe students while they play keep away, making anecdotal notes about 
their performances and techniques that need to be addressed during pathways exercise. Teacher may 
choose to focus on 3 or four students this class; students struggling the most  



 
 
 
 
Set  
-students will warm up playing keep away (2 on 1) like the day before 
-students will be put into groups for that designated by the teacher 
-after a few minutes of play students will be asked to come stretch  
-we will review kicking and foot dribbling cues 
  
Development  
-the teacher will explain the activity the students are about to do  
-students will individually foot dribble their soccer ball on the pathways 
on the floor, if it is tape-the ball should be dribbled on top of the tape, 
if it is cones- dribble alongside the cones.  
-demonstrate for the students and then have them go ahead, taking 
turns on each pathway 
-once students have had the opportunity to practice a few times bring 
them to the centre to explain the next task 
-ask students the kicking cues for control, explain that when we kick for 
distance we do the same, except instead of kicking in the centre of the 
ball we need to kick under the ball for some lift 
-we also will kick with more force 
-students may also try kicking with the top of their foot or toe, but this 
is not recommenced as there isn’t as much control  
-have students line up and try kicking for distance using the new cues, 
MAKE SURE NO STUDENT GOES TO GET THEIR BALL UNTIL ALL 
STUDENTS HAVE KICKED!! Safety concern 
-have students practice this three or four times 
-then have students seize fire while you set cones along the gym as 
“distance markers” 
-then have students go one at a time to kick and see how far they can 
get the ball to travel  
-do this a few times  
  
Closure  
 -ask students what they found to work best for kicking for distance 

Classroom 
Management 

Strategies 
 

 
-play a game they already know 
how to play to save time  
 
-review  
 
 
Explain before giving them 
equipment  
 
 
-demonstrate to help 
understanding  
 
-bring them close to hear better 
 
-set balls on ground between 
feet while listening  
 
-allow them to try and find what 
is comfortable  
 
-SAFETY CONCERN, no warnings  
 
 
 
-allowing some competition and 
opportunity for personal growth  
 
 
 
 
-having them self-reflect  
 

 
  



Subject: Phys. Ed     Unit: Invasion/ Territorial 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: Soccer balls, hoola hoops or cones 
 
Resources: Children Moving Textbook  
 
Assessment: the teacher will watch the games using a class list to give students a letter based on their foot 
dribbling, kicking for control and kicking for distance. The skills that the teacher missed while watching game 
play, may be done in isolation at the end of class in order for students to show their skills.  
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
Students will play a game of freeze tag to warm up. They will then do their stretches in a circle. 
 
Students will each grab partner and practice foot dribbling and passing back and forth while stationary, and then 
while moving (when the teacher says). After giving about 5 to 10 minutes for students to warm up and practice, 
bring them to the centre to explain the next game.  
 
Students will play a two on two soccer game in their designated (field). Explain to the students they must pass 
to a team mate at least once when they get the ball before they can score, there are no permanent goalies 
standing in front of the scoring hoop (in place of a net). To score students must have the ball go into the hoola 
hoop, which is in place of a net. Students may only use their feet, however, if the ball goes out of bounds a 
player may use their hands to throw it back into play. You cannot score from throwing the ball into play until a 
pass has been made. The teacher will put the students in pairs for the game and will designate students to their 
“field”. The students will play this for 10 to 20 minutes and then be brought to the centre.  
 
Once students are brought to the centre they may be given a choice of full team soccer games or continue 
playing 2 on 2 with new teammates. The students will play whichever they choose to wrap up their soccer 
invasion territorial games. 
 
 
  



Subject: phys. ed      Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball  
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: basketballs, posters, sticky tack  
 
Resources: Children Moving Textbook  
 
Assessment: The teacher will write down students’ names who are struggling with dribbling and being in 
control, these students will be targeted to get extra help next day, as well as not too challenging of tasks 
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
Students will warm up by playing a game of rabbit hole. They will then do their stretches.  
 
Explain the performance cues for hand dribbling. Fingerpads (remember to use the soft parts of your fingers), 
knees bent (as you dribble, bend your knees a little, keeping your back straight), hand on top of the ball (make 
sure your hand touches the ball almost on its top). Have the students say the cues with you without a ball. Then 
explain what they will be doing before giving them a ball. Students will be finding their own space on one half 
of the gym. They will practice dribbling while stationary. Use one hand and try to say the alphabet, one letter is 
equal to one controlled bounce. Then switch hands and try. Keep going until the teacher stops you. The teacher 
will then ask the students to try dribbling from one hand to the other, on the spot. While students are practicing 
the teacher will hang up the signs attached to the planning sheet.  
 
Once you have the students attention and they are in the centre explain the next activity. The students will find a 
poster on the wall and they will bring their ball to the poster, their challenge is to dribble while keeping their 
eyes up. To do this they will have to try dribbling while saying the letters/ spelling the words out loud to 
themselves. There are some shorter words on the posters and some longer words. Choose the words that work 
best for you level of dribbling. If you are having some trouble controlling the ball, choose a shorter word, if you 
are feeling fairly confident try the longer word. Once you have spelled a word you may bring your ball to 
another poster; try not to have more than three people at one poster. Try switching hands for a challenge. 
 
At the end of the day ask students the dribbling cues. Ask the students what they found easy and/ or tricky about 
hand dribbling.      
  



SCHOOL 
 
HIPPOPOTAMUS  
 
EXCITEMENT  
 
BEAUTIFUL  
 
CHOCOLATE  
 
  



HAPPY 
 
NUMBERS 
 
DRIBBLE 
 
COFFEE 
 
PIZZA 
 
  



PRONOUNS 
 
COUNTRY  
 
BUDDY 
 
HUMEROUS  
 
RADIANT  
  



Subject: Phys. ed      Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: basketballs  
 
Resources: Children Moving Textbook, TGfU Textbook  
 
Assessment: formative- the teacher will take notes about three students of focus who are struggling (during 
follow the leader), as well as focus on helping the students from the day before (during free dribble) 
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-warm up with freeze tag  
-stretches 
-performance cues for basketball: fingerpads, knees bent, hand on top (of the ball) 
-talk about how we dribble the ball around waist level; higher than that we lose control 
 -demonstrate for students  
-free dribble of the ball in open space while stationary 
 -then add walking 
 -remind students to look up  
 -work with students from the day before  
-bring students to the centre, ask for the dribbling cues  
-have students play follow the leader while dribbling, students need to try to use the same hand as the leader 
while dribbling, as well as follow the leaders pathway 
 -the teacher will choose the leader and ask students to change the leader  
-if there is time at the end of class we will play a game of red light/ green light in which students must walk 
dribbling their ball and catch it and freeze on “red light” 
 
  



Subject: Phys. ed       Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: Pencils, erasers, review sheets, basketballs 
 
Resources: https://wordmint.com/puzzles/975818 (Word Mint), Children Moving Textbook 
 
Assessment: formative- have students fill out a mini review of language we have been using in our unit, this 
will help me know what students have remembered or maybe forgotten over the last couple of weeks.  
Formative- looking for students who have control switching from hand to hand while dribbling.  
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-students will do the mini review of invasion/ territorial, soccer, and basketball language 
-warm up with the flag game  
-stretch; talk about the importance of stretching 
 -why do we stretch while we are warm? Because are muscles are more “stretchy” like playdough moves 
better when we warm it up in our hands  
 -so we don’t pull muscles; stretch them in a game further than they can go, especially while they are 
cold 
 -prevents soreness of muscles when we are using them a lot for sports  
-go over basketball dribbling cues- fingerpads, knees bent, hand on top, eyes up  
-spread out near the teacher, have them do as you do 
 -dribble normal (waist height), low (knee height), high (chest height) 
 -ask which feels best  
 -switch hands and repeat 
 -switch from hand to hand 
-have students line up and play red light/ green light while dribbling 
 
 
 
  



Subject: Phys. ed       Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: Basketballs, volleyballs, foam balls 
 
Resources: https://www.activekids.com/basketball/articles/11-fun-basketball-games-for-kids-besides-h-o-r-s-
e/slide-8 11 Fun Basketball Games for Kids Besides H-O-R-S-E 
 
Assessment: formative- the teacher will observe the students ability to chest pass and bounce pass the 
basketball to a partner; looking for control and helping students struggling  
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-warm up with a couple rounds of cross the border  
-stretch  
-go over the dribbling cues 
-ask students if they know different ways to pass a basketball, have them demonstrate with you if possible  
 -look for chest pass and bounce pass  
-have students practice with a partner, go over rules first  
 -start with foam ball for chest pass and volleyball for bounce pass (prevent students from flinching from 
a hard/ heavy basketball) 
 -no throwing the ball as hard as you can  
 -be sure your partner is ready before throwing  
-have students practice passing with a basketball; if they are ready, don’t give it to them if they are struggling 
with the softer balls 
-bring students back and ask them which pass they believe would be best for passing to a moving target  
 -bounce pass 
 -chest pass is good when both people are standing still, but can work while moving; very tricky though  
-have students practice bounce passing to each other while walking forward, dribbling in between passes 
-talk with the students about the rules in basketball for taking other players balls 
 -no touching the other player 
 -no slapping other players hands, elbowing, pushing, etc.  
-we are going to play a game called sharks and minnows 
 -the sharks are “it” and minnows are trying to get to the other side of the gym dribbling their ball 
without getting it knocked away from the sharks 
 -people may only WALK until control is good enough for moving quicker  
  



Subject: Phys. ed       Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: Basketballs, pylons, volleyballs (if students prefer them) 
 
Resources: https://www.activekids.com/basketball/articles/11-fun-basketball-games-for-kids-besides-h-o-r-s-
e/slide-8 11 Fun Basketball Games for Kids Besides H-O-R-S-E, Children Moving Textbook  
 
Assessment: Summative- students will have the opportunity to demonstrate their dribbling skills for the teacher 
trying to show controlled hand dribbling 
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-play a game of sharks and minnows (with basketballs); walking, no slapping, or touching other play, similar to 
colour monster game play  
-stretch 
-go over dribbling cues (fingerpads, bent knees, hand on top) 
 -what does our hand have to do to help us move the ball forward with us? (contact the ball slightly on 
the back edge) 
-students may practice moving in a straight line while dribbling  
-discuss defenders, where do we want to have the ball if a defender is coming to take it? 
 -ball, body, cone *cues for defending your ball 
-go around the pylon, switching hands to make sure your body is between the ball and the pylon  
 -practice this a few times   
 -while students are doing this the teacher will evaluate dribbling skills  
-now play sharks and minnows thinking about ball, body, cone/ opponent  
  



Subject: Phys. ed       Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: Three of the same word posters, basketballs, pylons, volleyballs (if needed) 
 
Resources: https://www.activekids.com/basketball/articles/11-fun-basketball-games-for-kids-besides-h-o-r-s-
e/slide-8 11 Fun Basketball Games for Kids Besides H-O-R-S-E, Children Moving Textbook 
 
Assessment: formative- helping students practice their shooting using proper technique  
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-warm up with a game of coloured pom- pom  
-stretch  
-dribbling cues, what are they? What kind of passing do we use? What is the cues for defending the ball?  
-have kids warm up their skills, dribbling while stationary, while walking, and passing with a partner 
 -teacher will set up obstacle course for students while they’re practicing  
-obstacle course will begin with students dribbling to spell one word from the poster, then move around the 
pylons defending their ball, at the end they will pass to the next player 
 -students will be divided into groups of three and have their own course 
 -emphasize it is not about who is done first, but who does their skills correctly 
-go through the obstacle course a couple times  
-introduce shooting a basket to the students 
 -one leg slightly in front of the other, throw from the chest (this is what will be required of grade 3’s) the 
grade 4’s and 5’s should be trying to have one hand guiding and one hand throwing in their shot from their 
chest 
-let students first practice these movements tossing the ball towards empty space; be sure to have all students 
facing the same way and waiting to retrieve their basketballs at the same time  
 
  



 
PRONOUNS 
 
COUNTRY  
 
BUDDY 
 
HUMEROUS  
 
RADIANT  
  



Rules for Basketball Obstacle Course 
 

1. Students are in teams, and one player goes at a 
time.  
 

2. Students must dribble the ball while spelling 
one word on the wall  
 
 

3. The students then dribbles the ball around the 
pylons; remember ball, body, cone  
 

4. The student then dribbles back to their team, 
stopping at the circle cone and passing the ball to 
the next player in a bounce pass 
 
 

5. This is not a race, but a way to work on skills 
  



Subject: Phys. ed       Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: basketballs, volleyball, foam balls, basketball hoops, 4 hoola hoops, 12 pylons, 12 for centre-more 
for whole perimeter bubble cones 
 
Resources: https://www.activekids.com/basketball/articles/11-fun-basketball-games-for-kids-besides-h-o-r-s-
e/slide-8 11 Fun Basketball Games for Kids Besides H-O-R-S-E, Children Moving Textbook 
 
Assessment: summative- take one student at a time to view their chest passes and bounce passes 
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-warm up playing buffalo  
-stretch 
-warm up basketball skills with a partner, practice dribbling and passing  
-go over shooting again; hand and leg positions  
-break students into two groups and play around the world taking shots on the hoops 
-play small sided games in which there are hoola hops as baskets, the hoops are held up on cones; if the hoop 
falls off the game pauses to place it back up 

-Play two v two and then increase players if necessary  
 
  



2 VS 2 Basketball Rules: 

1. Hoola hoops are baskets 

a. Ball in the hoop = 1 point 

b. If it falls off, it is still a pint and just put it back on  

c. The whole game pauses when the hoop needs to be put back on  

2. After each point the NON scoring team takes the ball and both teams glue their 

butts to the wall behind their hoop  

3. You cannot hold the ball and move, if you catch it you may dribble it and move, 

but as soon as you stop and hold it again you must move on  

4. You must pass the ball 2x before shooting. Your own team is the judge of your 

passes. 

5. If the ball goes out of bounds, the person who knocked it out throws it back in 

from where it went out.  

6. You may get the ball away, you hit the player, they get the ball and you must take 

four steps away from them before trying to get the ball again 

7. Tell the truth. Play fair. Be a good sport.  

  



Subject: phys. ed      Unit: Invasion/ Territorial + Basketball 
 
Outcome: PE 3.7- Select and use effective movement skills, tactics, and strategies while participating in low 
organizational, inventive and cooperative games.  
 PE 3.3- Express and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move the body through space 
while participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.5- Explore, express, and apply, with guidance, a variety of ways to skillfully move objects while 
participating in movement activities.  
 PE 3.6- Apply movement variables of extension of space, a focus on effort, relationships with objects 
and others. In order to increase complex movement skills and sequences while participating in body 
management activities.  

** PE 3.8- demonstrate positive interactions with others in cooperative and competitive movement 
activities 
 
Materials: Basketballs, volleyballs, 4 hoola hoops, 12 pylons, 12 for centre- more if doing whole perimeter 
bubble cones 
 
Resources: Children Moving Textbook, TGfU textbook 
 
Assessment: summative- watching for cooperative play, use of basketball skills, and encouragement. (C- 
cooperating, BS- basketball skills, E-encouragement, BH- ball hog, NTP- not a team player) 
 
Lesson Plan:  
 
-warm up playing a game of freeze tag  
-stretch  
-warm up basketball skills with a partner, dribbling and passing while stationary and then moving  
-warm up shooting on the basket; about three rounds each  
 -set up for game while students are practicing  
-go over 2 vs 2 rules again with the students; post them on the wall  
-begin 2 v2 mini tournament  
 -students will play for about 3 minutes and then switch games  
 
 
 

 

 


